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ABOUT:
The Alpe d’Huez 01 is more than a match for its namesa-
ke climb clinging to the slopes above the Bourg d’Oisans 
valley. To tackle mythical ascents everywhere, we’ve 
created a legendary bicycle – at under 900g, the Alpe 
d’Huez 01 is the lightest frame TIME has produced. 
A simple look at the scale, however, doesn’t reveal 
the agility and comfort of this remarkable machi-
ne. By blending Vectran© fiber with high-strength 
and high-modulus carbon, we’ve orchestrated 
the perfect balance of mass, rigidity and deflec-
tion – the key ingredients for a climbing virtuoso.
 The Alpe d’Huez 01 rider is looking for top per-
formance with contemporary styling and ap-
preciates the stiffness and precision of a ra-
cing frame with elegant forms and clean 
lines. Climbers looking for low weight and 
powerful ‘roleurs’ who enjoy torturing 
frames will both appreciate the ruthless 
efficiency of this no-nonsense machine.
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COMING SOON 2022:
SHIMANO Ultegra R8000 mechanic
Code: 273102

SHIMANO Ultegra R8050 Di2
Code: 273104

ALPE D‘HUEZ 01 DISC BIKES:

DISC 
gloss red/gloss carbon/white logos
Code: 27318 +
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL

DISC
gloss carbon/matte black logo
Code: 27317 +
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL

SHIMANO Ultegra R8150 12s DI2
Code: 273105

SHIMANO Dura Ace 9250 12s DI2
Code: 273106

DISC 
blue glossy
Code: 27319 +
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL

ALPE D‘HUEZ 01 DISC FRAMES:
(incl. headset)
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Build your Time bike in every detail - simple and fast! With the Time confi gurator you can use our wide range and assemble your dreambike.
You have questions? We will be pleased to advise you: +49 36203 - 614 44 | service@ra-co.de
Ra-Co GmbH | Fichtenweg 37 | 99098 Erfurt | Germany | service@ra-co.de | +49 36203 614 44
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ABOUT:
To make lightweight performance more accessible, we crea-
ted the Alpe d’Huez 21. Instead of the Vectran© fibers used in 
the Alpe d’Huez 01, this frame blends Basalt filaments with 
a smaller proportion of high-modulus carbon and a grea-
ter amount of high-strength carbon. The modified layup 
targets comfort and smooths the ride while retaining a 
pleasantly refined acceleration and impeccable hand-
ling. If the Alpe d’Huez 01 is our two-seat supercar, 
the Alpe d’Huez 21 is a V10 performance sedan.

The Alpe d’Huez 21 rider has learned that a 
smooth bike is often the fastest bike, and 
weight is just one factor when choosing a 
bike tough enough to handle the rigors 
of daily use. This rider is looking for a 
tool that excels on every ride, over 
any course profile, eschewing 
the luxuries of fresh tarmac 
and spotless handlebar tape.
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COMING SOON 2022:
SHIMANO 105 R7000 mechanic
Code: 272301

SHIMANO Ultegra R8000 mechanic
Code: 273302

SHIMANO Ultegra R8150 12s DI2
Code: 273305

SHIMANO Dura Ace R9250 12s DI2
Code: 273306

ALPE D‘HUEZ 21 
RIM | DISC FRAMES:
Frameset (incl. headset)

DISC
gloss carbon/matte black
Code: 27337 +
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL

RIM 
gloss carbon/matte black
Code: 27237 +
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL

DISC
gloss white/gloss carbon
Code: 27336 +
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL

ALPE D‘HUEZ 21 DISC BIKES:

SHIMANO Ultegra R8050 Di2
Code: 273304

ALPE D‘HUEZ 21 RIM BIKES:

SHIMANO Ultegra R8000 mechanic
Code: 272302

Build your Time bike in every detail - simple and fast!
With the Time confi gurator you can use our wide range and 
assemble your dreambike.
You have questions? We will be pleased to advise you:
+49 36203 - 614 44 | service@ra-co.de
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Build your Time bike in every detail - simple and fast! With the Time confi gurator you can use our wide range and assemble your dreambike.
You have questions? We will be pleased to advise you: +49 36203 - 614 44 | service@ra-co.de
Ra-Co GmbH | Fichtenweg 37 | 99098 Erfurt | Germany | service@ra-co.de | +49 36203 614 44


